IOE WORKSHOP- ANNUAL CHINESE TEACHER CONFERENCE-JUNE 2018
Activities and strategies targeting New GCSE speaking questions
Questionnaire – AQA Conduct of Speaking Paper
1. Which of the following is the right name for your candidate file name?
a) JohnSmith5432.mp3
b) JohnSmith5432StCatherine’sCollege.mp3
c) 8673SH_54321_1234.mp3
2. Can I send by USB key?
a) yes, with separate tiers and separate groups.
b) yes, with separate tiers and an attached list
c) yes, with tiers separated and an attached list but it will not be returned
3. Is speaking must be done in the five-week period in April to May?
a) yes, and must be the same for ALL mfls.
b) yes, but does not need to be the same for other MFLs.
b) no, as long as it is submitted before deadline (AQA timetable).
4. Can teacher see the exam materials prior to exam?
a) no.
b) yes, at the day of exam.
c) yes, 3 working days before exam.
5. Can candidate use a dictionary?
a) no
b) yes, through-out.
c) yes, but only during 12 mins preparation.
6. If a candidate reaches the end of 12 mins’ prep time but the teacher-examiner is not ready:
a) stop preparation
b) stop preparation and turn over the notes
c) stop preparation and turn over the notes, role play card and photo card
7. Is the real sequence chart the same as in the sample booklet?
a) yes
b) no
8. Can Candidates read his/her notes during the speaking exam?
a) no
b) yes, for role play and photo card
c) yes, for role play, photo card and general conversation.
9. Role Play time?
a) Foundation Approx. 2 and Higher Approx. 2
b) Foundation 2 and Higher 2
c) Foundation Approx. 2 and Higher Approx. 3
10. Photo Card time?
a) Foundation approx.2 and Higher approx. 3
b) Foundation max. 2 and Higher max. 3
c) Foundation max. 3 and Higher max. 4
11. General Conversation time?
a) Foundation 3-5, Higher 5-7
b) Foundation 5, Higher 7
c) Foundation 3-5 (1.5 at least per theme), Higher 5-7 (2.5 at least per theme)
12. Role Play, can you repeat and rephrase?
a) yes and yes.
b) yes (but not to elicit a different response, ‘anything else in TL’ is allowed to elicit one more detail.) and no.
c) no and no.
13. Photo Card, can you repeat and rephrase?
a) yes and yes
b) no and no
c) yes (to ask the missing questions, but only when there’s no answer not for those attempt has made wrong and yes
(where absolutely necessary but not to add supplement questions)
14. Can I ask questions when the time is up?
a) I should stop immediately.
b) Ask the last questions and let student finish the last question only
c) Let the student finish the previous question only.
15. Can I stop/ restart the recording?
a) No, even interrupted, you should continue.
b) Yes, when an emergency, then a note of explanation sent to AQA.
c) Yes, for medical reason, but with an application for special consideration
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